Meeting on Oct 6, 2020 04:00 PM CEST

Attendees: Bryan, Gerald, Stephen, Christian

Agenda:

1. Which points do you want to discuss (besides the ones below)?

2. Scheduling of regular meetings (how often shall we meet?)
   
   Every 3 months

3. Alternative way to write down and publish meeting minutes
   
   Now we use Google Docs. No backup needed.

4. Updates regarding the website of TC SAA
   
   No updates

5. AES Virtual Symposium "Applications of Machine Learning in Audio"
   
   a. Bryan suggests putting a link from our SAA website to the AES Live talks from this symposium.
   b. Bryan suggests making this an annual event or alternating every 2 years with semantic audio

6. Planning the next AES Int. Conf. on Semantic Audio
   
   a. Christian will ask Alexander Lerch if he is interested in organizing it.

Other topics:

- How can we AES events be attractive for academics from the US?